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Crisis/Non-Crisis:  Progress Reports, Action Steps, and Evaluation 

How do Crisis and Non-Crisis value coaching clients differ when it comes to action steps, 

evaluation and progress reports?  There are distinct differences!  

Crisis clients may come to the session almost over-prepared. Session prep forms will generally be 

turned in ahead of time. Action steps are easy to identity, but the client may not have adapted 

them well to changing circumstances and may need extra time in the session to talk this through. 

Non-Crisis clients may not see the usefulness of filling out a session prep form. Action steps can 

be harder to identify and are more likely to have been changed between sessions. Though it is 

important to discover what kind of accountability any client wants from their coach, this is 

especially important for Non-Crisis clients. They may want a much looser structure, or they may 

recognize their need for more structure on a specific future goal that they are very motivated to 

accomplish. 

When re-evaluating a plan, Crisis clients are likely to do analysis, research options, and look again 

for expert advice. 360 evaluations are employed and formal feedback sought.  Re-evaluation 

looks different with Non-Crisis clients.  Valerie Landis, a coach working in a ministry setting in the 

Caribbean, writes of Non-Crisis clients: 

 Their strength is their flexibility and being able to adapt to change quickly. This is helpful when 

circumstances change and the original plan does not work. They can assess the situation, change 

direction and keep going.1 

                                                           
1 Valerie Landis, Personal Communication, Permission granted on July 28, 2015. 



This process often happens with no help at all from the coach, who just needs to be 

brought up to speed at the next appointment. When Non-Crisis clients do desire more 

intentional  re-evaluation, their skills in reflection and evaluation will shine most when 

they are debriefing the recent past. As David Harper shares: 

In West Indian culture, people are more open to living in the moment and enjoying the day rather 

than preparing for the future. This can enable them to reflect more deeply on the present 

implications of the decisions that were made yesterday.2  

Adapting to this reality might involve a coach shifting to more frequent sessions with such 

Non-Crisis clients.  

 

                                                           
2 David Harper, Personal Communication, Permission granted on August 15, 2015. 


